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1 Recognize the uniqueness of the Island Airport site with respect to Health 

data 

Technical reports cannot assume  
o ‘typical average data’  
o ‘conclusions drawn from experiences at a cross-section of other sites ’ are applicable here 

 
Eg. NEF contour definition  (Noise Exposure Forecast) 
The standard definition of an NEF contour used is defined in the Tripartite Agreement as being on 
the ground, just like all other airports.  Yet the very Control Contour for this airport, 25 NEF, is on the 
water.   Normally this would trigger the following reviews: 

o Review marine noise propagation assumptions 
o Review assumptions about airplane noise reflections hitting proposed residential towers  
o industry standard ‘terrain modeling’ would have been completed to prepare NEF contours 

for the 40th floor elevation to review 
This 1978 Transport Canada error in assuming that a water buffer attenuates noise the same as a 
land buffer in Year 1990 is a result of failing to recognize the uniqueness of the Island Airport site. 
 
Eg.  engine runups  

 Runups are not included in noise contour maps at typical airports because this noise 
impact is completely inconsequentially to the NEF contours at those sites.   

o Residences are separated from airport by land buffers and commercial zones.   
o Noise typically controlled on site by hush houses or perimeter barriers, or else 

will be dissipated and absorbed by the built forms prior to reaching residences.  

 These conditions do not exist at the unique Island Airport where residents can watch 
planes conducting all ground-based activities from their bedroom windows.   

o A direct line of sight is a direct line of sound.   
o This condition does not exist elsewhere at a typical airport site which are typically  

constructed on flat agricultural land. 
 
Eg.  Bathurst/ Lakeshore/ Fleet Street/ Queens Quay intersection complex 

 most complicated traffic controlled intersection in the city.   

 By extension, it may be the most complex intersection in Canada 

 The typical operational improvements that you would typically make cannot be 
assumed for rushed airport users when you have an LRT line snaking through the 
intersection  

 This is especially given the scale of nearby national attractions and the scale of the 
intersection itself   

 eg.  typical sized but way too small road name signage and the confusing transitway 
signage which causes traffic to back up into Lakeshore Boulevard 
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2 Collect health data with industry standard level of care 

 
Collect data at Island Airport with the standard level of care so that it can be used by industry 
professionals and  international researchers, and so that it can be relied up on by stakeholders. 
 

Eg. noise propagation 

 Few research sites like this exist anywhere in the world. 

 Eg.  how noise propagates, reflects, and disperses through a marine environment is still a 
subject of international study   

 
At the very least, fundamental engineering practices and protocols should be followed 

 Eg.  why was noise data randomly obtained in one week of May 2009,  
o without having  previously laid out operational or environmental test conditions 

for targeted elevations,   
o on high pressure days  
o during strong North winds,  
o at rooftop building locations where effects are masked,  
o with engine run up events excluded from the printed noise data shown in the 

appendices 
 

 Eg.  Golder would never purposely recommend to obtain random noise data for only  
one week in Oct 2013 with monitors only at ground elevations where they were found 
tampered with upon retrieval  

 
Eg. traffic data 

 Why should City staff doing transportation modeling be forced to rely on a traveler survey 
done by Dillon in Oct 2012, of  

o 1,018 discount flyers on a Thanksgiving holiday ,following a 2 month 50% off 
promotion,  

o Mostly Ryerson university students who were flying home and vacationing on their 
reading week 
 

 is a 1000 people survey of university students statistically relevant for an operation of 2.5M 
pax in 2012?   

o Why was Yonge and Dundas Square determined to be a major trip end for all airport 
users? 

o Why should professional staff be forced to defend that a 1000 person survey is 
representative of the 4M passenger scenario currently being modeled using this 
data? 

 Were standard statistics calculations done prior to survey to confirm the 
sample size 

 are the statistical desire lines between Cobourg resident population and 
Island Airport really as strong for the Year 2031 horizon? 
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o Was the survey purposely set up to show higher future potential for less convenient 
but cheaper model split alternatives? 

o Was the survey purposely targeted to reduce the number of travelers to and from 
the York Street business community ? 

 reduces the number of cars now being modeled for a future horizon year 
making southbound movements on Lakeshore Boulevard blocking lanes and 
intersections 

 you don’t install leather seats to make sure the students are feeling 
comfortable on reduced flight tickets 

 The modeled results can vary significantly. 
o Open and transparent health data collection and analyses processes are required. 
o Well established and fundamental engineering requirements and protocols are 

required with respect to data collection, especially given the relative impacts on the 
harbourfront and downtown 
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3 Use statistics as intended: understand the impacts, don’t paper them over 

 
Transportation statistics are intended for the purpose of truly understanding the environmental 
effects o f an airport.   

 Transportation planners are not sinister evil people who look to set up future strife in a 
community 

 
Eg. NEF contour process 

 The NEF contour process is at its heart intended to avoid land use conflict. 

 It is intended to guide municipalities in zoning  and protect future airport growth, so that the 
evolving Actual Contour will not exceed the Control Contour to result in significant residential 
noise impacts. 

 It is not intended to bury impacts in 24 hour average noise statistics, when the runway is not 
used for 1/3 of the day, and use this as justification for not reviewing noise impacts. 

 
Eg.24 hour statistics 

 Leq  is an industry statistic that is based of time averaged noise energy  

 Steady sound carrying same total energy for a period of time as the observed fluctuating 
sound. 

o This statistic is based on an assumption that the longer duration the noise is, the 
more annoying it is. 

o It is understood that impulse  and noise change effects are reviewed separately 
where applicable 

 The significant impulse noise impacts, overnight construction sleep impacts, shocking jet 
flyovers through Island Airport air space were not intended to be captured by this measure 

o Does  not mean noise impacts cannot or should not be measured and mitigated 
 

 Leq (24) are to assist with standardized policy development for all airports across the nation 
and internationally.    

o It is not intended to ‘average away’ very significant environmental effects.  
o Leq(24) would be appropriate for an airport which is operating 24 hours a day, which 

does not happen here  
o Leg (1), Leq (8) and Leq (4) are typically used to review actual noise impacts. 

 
dBA is a typical weighted noise measuring unit used in industry noise standards  which suppresses 
bass frequency decibels on the belief this reflects typical human hearing.   

 Its purpose is to estimate a reasonable level of annoyance for general conditions 

 Its purpose is not to cover up window rattling events and sleep deprivation impacts caused 
by  routine airport activities which emit various bass frequencies 

 Alternative noise measures such as dBC and dBD  were developed for airports and should 
also be reviewed, especially since 

o airport impacts are dominant on the Toronto waterfront 
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o defined set of airport activities that can be monitored independently and collectively 
at Island Airport to understand range of real impacts  
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4  Show the accuracy, not just the precision 

Show technical info so that it reflects the real level of accuracy. 
 
Difference between accuracy and precision 

 nice graphs and tables in circulation which appear quite precise, but which are based on 
data which have a high statistical tolerance 

 it is not fair and reasonable to have inaccurate, statistically irrelevant or altered field data 
excluding runup noise impacts to be plotted precisely 

 leaves readers with a false sense of resolution 

 the level of accuracy and basis of  technical information needs to clearly stated 
 
Technical reports to date do not include appropriate disclaimers  

 no reports have been stamped by professional engineer who are too afraid 

 most reports labeled ‘Draft’ to avoid incurring liabilities 

 report should state up front that  “fundamental engineering protocols have not been applied 
in establishing the findings contained herein “ 

o Readers then know it is a political document and not a technical one 
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5 Document Existing Conditions and Concerns 

 
It is not fair and reasonable to assume that because in-significant field data has been obtained, that 
stakeholders are being treated fairly, reasonably, and responsibly.   
 
Currently all available report documentation shows there are absolutely no concerns with any aspect 
of Island Airport operations (both existing and proposed), and all activities are in accordance with all 
standards.   

 When did rattling windows become part of the standards 

 How did speech interference and sleep deprivation become design standard 
 

 Island Airport issues are as divisive as they are across the city because there does not yet exist a 
comprehensive body of agreed upon facts to which anyone can speak to in supporting any 
political argument. 

o When you sense the another person is not hearing you, it is natural that you begin to 
speak louder in order to be heard.  This applies to all sides of the debate. 

o There is a very strong civic need to document existing conditions. 
 
Eg. traffic conditions 

 In May 2012, 2 adults carted away by stretcher from New Blue Edge waterfront trail mid-day 

 The volumes of intersection vehicular traffic ,and bike and ped traffic, still not formally 
documented and studied 

 Operational conditions (poor signage, signal timing, road curb configuration) at that time 
not yet documented 

 The degree of traffic congestion and network level of service at the intersection at the 
time not formally documented 

 Circling traffic looking for parking and passenger pick up idling problems inside the 
community still not documented 

 Airport employee parking problems (existing and growth in future horizon year) still not 
formally studied  

 A correlation between the actual number of boarding passes, slot schedule showing the slots 
actually used, and actual existing in field traffic volumes still not documented. 

 

 Existing summer grid lock operating conditions including August smog dome effects still not 
documented  

 
 
Eg. noise conditions 

 Noise and vibration at the point of reception surrounding the Island Airport have never been 
studied  

o (excluding preliminary draft 2010 Jacobs report, full of technical inconsistencies) 
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o The extent to which field noise measurements of ongoing airport operations since 
2006 exceed MOE noise criteria still not documented 

o Statistical range of noise impacts of flight take offs  
o on-ground plane movements 
o likelihood of post maintenance runup noise impacts not yet documented 

 
Noise collection  system 

 A permanent, fully integrated,  noise and operations data collection (and analysis) system is 
needed 

o This airport is of the most sensitive airports in the world and warrants the 
expenditure.  Cost nominal compared with ongoing infrastructure spending. 

o Currently only portable units applicable for smaller remote airports is still being used 
at Island Airport (TPA CLC 2) 

o Real benefit is stated in literature as being ‘validation of the predicted NEF noise 
contours’ 

 Eg. TPA Noise Management staff is not able to comment on why the noise levels from two 
takeoffs spaced 60seconds apart have different sound volumes 

o TPA staff confirmed they are only monitoring overall levels of noise 
o It is Unknown what threshold values for noise level and duration are being used to 

separate aircraft noise events from other noise sources at the airport 
o Based on this,  there really is no active ‘noise management’ occurring, but only 

‘complaints management’ 
o Accordingly, should rename the TPA ‘Noise Management Office’ to ‘Noise 

Complaints Office’ 
 
Actual NEF Noise Contour Map of existing conditions is needed 

 Toronto waterfront residents and owners should not be treated as second class citizens with 
respect to noise management.  They should be treated as fairly as all other Ontarian and 
Canadian citizens .   

 Transport Canada is required to produce a reasonable Noise Exposure Forecast Map for 
residential properties at all elevations.   

o One has not yet been produced 
o Ignoring known anticipatable noise exposures on residential properties, which may 

not occur elsewhere, is not reasonable.   
 Would fail standard ‘balance of probabilities testing’ under cross-examination 

o Currently there is no mechanism to confirm the extent to which contour expansion 
and exceedance has actually occurred. 

 
Existing Ambient (background) noise study  

 (The NEF noise levels are independent of ambient noise included in the total noise 
measured.) 

 Ambient Includes all noise levels other than airport related noise 
o At targeted elevations and runway offsets 
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o Day, evening, night fluctuations 

 Waterfront residents are subjected to 24 hour range in ambient conditions (including urban 
hum) compared to downtown ranging 7dBA - 15dBA, such that a noise that is  otherwise 
inaudible during the day becomes very significant effect later in the evening and night 

 Ambient noise is fundamental to ensuring noise change effects can be documented fairly and 
reasonably  for both stakeholders and the airport authority 
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6 Document proposed operating conditions and effects 

We need a comprehensive EA of the Island Airport site, with or without runway extensions. 
o One big report 
o OR  a series of small reports with collectively cover cumulative effects, including a master 

overview documents which ties findings together. 
 
No study or studies to date has comprehensively documented the projected environmental effects 
of incremental and cumulative airport expansion.  Why?  Who benefits? 
 
Eg   3 Health Study  scenarios 

These are operating scenarios    
These are not ultimate capacity scenarios for specific horizon years 

Scenario 1:  Current operation of 70 seater Q400s with 2.3M passengers 
Scenario 2: Higher loading of the 202 slot Q400 operation with  3.8M passengers 
Scenario 3: Projected passengers with unspecified number of 110 seater CS100s 4.3M passengers 
 
None of these scenarios are possible without the tunnel, which EA was to review cumulative effects  

 Health Scenarios 1 and 2 have already been agreed to by the City after Airbiz issued an 
incomplete slot capacity report in Feb 2011.   

 These operating capacities and health effects were approved by the Signatories without any 
study in 2011.  Why?  Who benefitted? 

 tunnel funding for 3P was based on this growth 

 It was subsequently announced that (as a result of agreeing to these passenger scenarios 
without any study), the City is receiving a $10M saving on previously approved $19M 
capital work budget for a watermain loop and sanitary forcemain replacement to the 
island ie. lots of money available to City to complete several rounds of studies  
 

The operating conditions the need to be documented:  
o ultimate design capacities available for each scenario 
o assumed for daily balance of arrivals and departures  
o Slot schedules,  

 concentration of slots in the peak hours contributing to traffic and air quality 
health impacts. 

o Number of hours comprising the daily peak periods 
o Proportionate increase in number of maintenance run ups 
o Proportionate increase in grounds noise activities required to support each scenario  
o assumed configurations for terminal building/ apron/ taxiway/runway and their 

capacities 
 Much has been asphalted and building sprawl constructed since the 2003 

Tripartite Amendment. 
 The current new terminal capacity was not documented prior to these 

expansions since 2006 
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7 We need an airport authority which is a ‘learning organization’ 

 
It is not fair that residents should have to suffer the effects of new TPA decision makers learning how 
to manage processes at the Island Airport.   

 Long time original resident experiences show that there is no institutional memory at the 
Island Airport.  The same issues are still being discussed 30 years later. There is no 
mechanism for enforced learning about airport effects. 

 We need permanently accessible evolving information on noise measuring and monitoring 
processes at the Island Airport and showing the accumulated lessons learned.   

 
An airport authority is needed which has in its Mission Statement to  

 reduce the number of complaints every year down from 600 to about 10. 

 It needs to support the residential community the 1983 TPA predecessor wanted to develop,  
o At time, it looked at a whole range of noise contour maps for potential airport 

operations,  
o and picked one that would still allow residential towers to be constructed on their 

newly constructed shoreline they built specifically for the intended purposes of 
redevelopment 

 all bedroom window panes were approved for construction outside the NEF = 0 contour 
line (in accordance with MOE criteria for the now existing towers which do not have 
bedroom noise protection) 

o No noise is supposed to be reaching the bedrooms as 24 hour average condition 
 
Eg. noise complaint system 
There apparently were approximately 600 complaints received in 2012, the highest ever.  

 50 complaints a month is 12 complaints per week 

 Probably 4 hours of work total each week to respond to initial complaint and any followup 
comments 

 TPA Noise Management Office is hardly overworked, yet still problems with  
o Boilerplate responses which do not actually address the complaint items 
o Contain factual responses which are inconsequential to the complaint logged 

Required noise complaint system: 

 run by a third party who is NOT financially dependent on the outcome of the complaint 
information 

 Publically accessible monthly complaint logs  
o Shows the day and date, time, and details of the complaint,  
o showing the exact same words as submitted by the complainant (with asterisks to 

replace the letters of any curse words.) 

 A complaint response which provides the noise level that is currently assumed in the airport 
noise model (used to determine the number of slots at the airport), for the given activity, at 
that targeted location and elevation for that typical time of day. 

o This would be a straightforward application of the graphic capabilities of the existing 
software.  Progressive fining system could be built into response system.  
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8 We need perpetual funding for airport monitoring 

 
Based on Health scenarios,  
 
Regular police traffic enforcement: 
 

 at Eireann Quay/ Queens Quay intersection 

 to control number of airport vehicles on the east leg of the intersection,  

 to honour traffic commitments made by the City to the community in the Queens Quay 
Revitalization EA. 

 

 at the Lakeshore/ Stadium Road intersection  

 to honour past development approval commitments to road access and level of service 

 to control the number of vehicles on west leg of the Eireann Quay intersection 
 
Third party monitoring of a boarding pass rationing program (to control private interests)  

 to ensure that trip volumes generated at the airport do not exceed the operational capacity 
limitations of the Bathurst/ Lakeshore/ Fleet Street/ Queens Quay intersection complex . 

 
Continuous permanent noise data collection and analysis 

 permanent web-based noise data collection system  
o set up at targeted receiver locations and elevations surrounding Island Airport. 
o Rolling calculation of one year Actual NEF Noise Contour level for the given 

monitoring location based on the accumulating readings.   

 Given that max allowable exceedance of MOE noise criteria is 5dBA, automatic fining process 
can be built into the noise collection system 

 
 


